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Worldwide coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has

changed our daily practice as Interventional Radiologists.

Central Italy, where our center is located, has been only

partially affected by the first pandemic wave, but with the

second one impact on the hospitals system’s rose.

Rising evidence of severe hypercoagulable state in

COVID-19 patients induced to introduce heparin for his

anticoagulant action as well as for its anti-viral and anti-

inflammatory effects [1].

Although thrombotic events represent the most common

coagulation disorders, some factors such as thrombocy-

topenia, hyperfibrinolytic state, consumption of coagula-

tion factors and of course administration of anticoagulant,

make COVID-19 patients prone to bleedings [2, 3].

Spontaneous soft tissue hematoma (SSTH) is a well-

known and potentially life-threatening complication of

anticoagulation therapy. Interventional radiology manage-

ment (transarterial embolization, TAE) of patients with

SSTH is not codified by international guidelines and is

usually offered to patients with hemodynamic instability or

failure of medical management [4].

To date, no evidence exists on which COVID-19

patients should be offered TAE. Patients selection is par-

ticularly challenging for several reasons: (I) COVID-19

population encompass elderly fragile patients with multiple

coagulations disorders; (II) heparin is considered an

essential therapy in order to limit COVID-19 vascular life-

threatening complications. In this scenario, the reduction of

administered heparin dose or either its suspension has to be

balanced with the clinical general conditions and the

severity of the bleeding.

In order to understand the appropriate timing of TAE,

we share the experience of our Interventional Radiology

Unit in the management of COVID-19 bleedings.

Between 15 September and 20 December 2020, we have

been consulted for 21 COVID-19 patients undergoing

therapy with heparin, for hemoglobin drop (mean Hb drop:

1.6 g/dL) and evidence of SSTH. A multiphasic contrast-

enhanced CT showed SSTH located in the rectus sheath (3/

21), iliopsoas muscle (11/21, with retroperitoneal hemor-

rhage in 6/10), thoracic wall (4/21) and thight (3/21).

In patients with hemodynamic instability, active blush at

CT scans and Hb drop[ 2 Hb g/dL, immediate superse-

lective TAE was performed (14/21) permitting bleeding

stop and recovery of treated patients in 12/14; two death

due to bleeding-related cardiovascular failure occurred in

this subgroup (2/14; 14.3%).
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However in the remaining 7/21 patients, an attempt of

conservative management was opted. After a median time

of 2 days, all except one patient (6/7) were referred to

angiography due to persistent Hb drop; moreover, 2/7 died

due to bleeding-related cardiovascular failure (28.6%).

This evidence supports that prompt angiographic manage-

ment should be preferred.

Several technical aspects of TAE procedures should be

underlined.

Superselective DSA depicted active blush only in 14/20

procedures; empiric embolization was performed based on

the site of hematoma in 5/20 procedure, and in 1/20, no

embolization was performed (requiring a second angiog-

raphy 3 days later). These findings suggest that emboliza-

tion should be performed even without sign of active

bleeding.

TAE was performed with gelfoam alone (4/19; 21%),

gelfoam and coil (12/19; 63.2%), and glue (2/19; 10.5%).

Coils were employed as a sole embolic agent in 1/19

procedure (5.3%; Fig. 1). This patient rebled promptly

requiring adjunctive TAE with coils and gelfoam (Fig. 2).

This occurrence suggests adding embolic agents (gelfoam/

glue) in combination with coils to facilitate blood stasis and

consequent clot formation. Moreover, during severe

bleeding vasospasm may impede appropriate coil sizing

and positioning; finally, multiple transfused patients are

more likely to experience coagulation dysfunction [5] that

could impair appropriate clot formation.

Concluding our impression on the interventional man-

agement of COVID-19 SSTH bleeding is that nearly all

attempts to proceed with a conservative management

failed, thus differing with non-COVID-19 SSTH; selective

embolization should be performed even without sign of

Fig.1 A CT scan of COVID-19 female patient, 61 years old, Hb

7.5 g/dL with SSTH of left iliolumbar muscle, associated with

retroperitoneal hemorrhage and active blush. B Angiography

confirmed numerous sites of bleeding (harrow head). C Embolization

with coils alone was performed achieving complete vessel obstruction

and bleeding stop

Fig.2 A CT scan of the same patient 3 h after TAE, performed due to

worsening clinical condition (Hb dropped to 5.1 g/dL), demonstrated

significant enlarging of the hematoma and active blush from an

embolized lumbar artery. B Angiography performed 4 h after the first

TAE showed blood flow through the previously embolized lumbar

artery (coils; circle) with sites of bleeding (harrow head). C Em-

bolization was performed with coils and gelfoam, achieving sustained

blood stasis, permitting patient recovery
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active bleeding; finally, adjunctive embolic agent (gelfoam

/glue) employment is strongly suggested to facilitate clot

formation.
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